
Supplementary information about NOMSA

1. Algorithms

In this section, we recap the algorithms from the main text for the reader’s ref-
erence with regard to the example that follows.

Axiom abstraction (Algorithm 1 (AxAbs)) generates a module without rela-
tions between entities; therefore, the technique decreases the horizontal structure
of the ontology and makes it a bare taxonomy.

Definition 1 (Axiom Abstraction) Let O, O′ be two ontologies, S = {α1, ..., αk} a
set of axioms involving at least two classes or a class and a data type, and either
at least one object property or data property from O (i.e., GCIs). We say that
O′ is an axiom abstraction module of O, if O′ ∪ S = O such that there exists no
element of S in O′ (i.e., S ∩ O′ = ∅), hence, O′ ⊂ O.

Algorithm 1 Axiom abstraction to compute module M (AxAbs).

1: Input Ontology O
2: Output Module M
3: for all axiom ∈ O do
4: if axiom.type == subclass axiom or axiom.type == declaration axiom

then
5: cExpression← axiom.getNestedClassExpressions()
6: cExpressionSet← cExpressionSet+ cExpression .
cExpressionSet is a data structure where we store all the class expressions

7: for all cExpression ∈ cExpressionSet do
8: if cExpression.type 6= class then
9: remove axiom

10: end if
11: end for
12: else
13: remove axiom
14: end if
15: end for
16: M ← O

Applying vocabulary abstraction (Algorithm 2 (VocAbs)) to an ontology gen-
erates a module where a certain vocabulary element is removed from the ontology.

Definition 2 (Vocabulary abstraction) Let O, O′ be two ontologies, C = {C1, ..., Ck}
the set of classes in O, OP = {OP1, ..., OPk} the set of object properties in
O, and DP = {DP1, ..., DPk} the set of data properties in O. We say that O′
is a vocabulary abstraction module of O, if O′ ∪ C = O or O′ ∪ OP = O or



O′ ∪ DP = O such that there exists no element of C, OP, or DP in O′ (i.e.,
C ∩ O′ = ∅, OP ∩O′ = ∅, DP ∩O′ = ∅), hence, O′ ⊂ O.

Algorithm 2 (VocAbs) generates vocabulary abstraction modules.

Algorithm 2 Vocabulary abstraction to compute module M (VocAbs).

1: Input Ontology O, element e, element type t . e is a named class, object
property, or data property and t is the type of e in O

2: Output Module M
3: if t == class then
4: remove e
5: else if t == object property then
6: remove e
7: else if t == data property then
8: remove e
9: else if t == individual then

10: remove e
11: end if
12: M ← O

High-level abstraction generates a module where entities at a higher level are
regarded more important than others (Algorithm 3 (HLAbs)), and is defined as
follows.

Definition 3 (Depth) Let O be an ontology. A depth in the hierarchy of O rep-
resents the subclass distance between the asserted hierarchy’s top-level entity and
a given entity; e.g., depth 1 refers only to the top-level classes, depth 2 refers to
the top 2 layers of classes (the parent classes and its direct subclasses) and so on.

Definition 4 (High-level abstraction) Let O, O′ be two ontologies, n be a depth
where n is an integer ≥ 1. We say that O′ is a High-level abstraction module of
O, if the entities with a depth > n are removed, hence, O′ ⊂ O.

Weighted abstraction deals with removing entities from an ontology that are
deemed less important than others by assigning weight to the classes, properties,
and individuals in an ontology. Our approach for determining this is based on
examining entities that other entities are highly dependent on. Weighted abstrac-
tion is formally defined in Definition 7, availing of the notions of relative and
absolute thresholds:

Definition 5 (Relative threshold) Let O be an ontology, E = {E1, ..., Ek} be the
set of classes, object properties, data properties, and individuals in O. A relative
threshold θ is a percentage value to decide which elements of E are to be removed
from O. Each element of E is weighted according to the number of axioms it par-
ticipates in and ordered according to a position p. If p(Ei) < θ.|O|, Ei is removed
from O.



Algorithm 3 High-level abstraction to compute module M (HLAbs).

1: Input Ontology O, levelNumber
2: Output Module M
3: oldSet← ontology.getAxioms()
4: for all class ∈ O do
5: if class.superclasses() is empty then
6: topLevelClassSet← topLevelClassSet + class
7: end if
8: end for
9: counter ← 0

10: while counter 6= levelNumber do
11: for all topclass ∈ topLevelClassSet do
12: newset← newset + topclass.getAxioms()
13: if topclass.subclasses() 6= empty then
14: temp← topclass.subclasses()
15: end if

. Repeat lines 3 - 13 for object properties and data properties.
16: topLevelClassSet.clear()
17: topLevelClassSet← temp
18: end for
19: end while
20: for all axiom ∈ oldAxioms do
21: if newAxioms does not contain axiom then
22: ontology.remove(axiom)
23: end if
24: end for
25: M ← O

Definition 6 (Absolute threshold) Let O be an ontology, E = {E1, ..., Ek} be the
set of classes, object properties, data properties, and individuals in O. An absolute
threshold θ is a numerical value to decide which elements of E are to be removed
from O. Each element of E is weighted according to the number of axioms it
participates in and ordered according to a position p, If p(Ei) < θ, Ei is removed
from O.

Definition 7 (Weighted abstraction) Let O, O′ be two ontologies, E = {E1, ..., Ek}
be the set classes, object properties, data properties, and individuals in O. We say
that O′ is a weighted abstraction module of O, if elements of E are removed from
O according to some absolute threshold or relative threshold, hence, O′ ⊂ O.

Algorithm 4 (WeiAbs) generates weighted abstraction modules.
Feature expressiveness modules deal with removing some axioms of the on-

tology based on the language features, e.g., cardinality constraints, disjointness,
object property features etc. By manipulating complex constructs of the ontol-
ogy language features, the feature expressiveness algorithm results in a simpli-
fied model of the ontology. We have designed seven rules for this to demonstrate
it (discussed below). The algorithm takes these seven rules, and removes them



Algorithm 4 Weighted abstraction to compute module M (WeiAbs).

1: Input Ontology O, thresholdPercentage, Weight array, Class array
2: Output Module M
3: i← 0
4: for all class ∈ O do
5: Weight array ← Num of referencing axioms
6: Class array(i)← class
7: i← i+ 1
8: end for
9: Sort(Weight array,Class array) . Sort Weight array from low to high,

with Class array corresponding to Weight array
10: limit← thresholdPercentage ∗ |Class array|
11: for i← 0, limit do
12: remove Class array(i) from O
13: end for . repeat lines 4-12 for ObjectProperty array, DataProperty array,

Individual array
14: M ← O

from the least important to the most important. At each rule removal, a ‘layer’
of the ontology is produced where that ontology is represented in a language of
lower expressivity than the previous layer. Once the algorithm is complete, seven
modules (layers) are produced, each having a lower level of expressivity than the
previous. Feature expressiveness is formally defined as follows:

Definition 8 (Feature expressiveness) Let O, O′ be two ontologies, R = {R1, ...,Rk}
a set of rules describing various OWL language features. We say that O′ is a
feature expressiveness module of O, if we remove axioms that follow R from O,
hence O′ ⊂ O

We decided to assign lower points to those OWL ontology features that serve
to restrict and refine entities such as cardinality and property characteristics. We
assign higher points to disjointness, equality and inequality, and complex classes
since they can be used in conjunction to define new classes. Rule 7 and rule 6
are concerned with OWL features pertaining to class creation, which is why we
weight them as the most important; classes are the building blocks in an ontology.
Rule 5 is concerned with instance data in an ontology which follows in terms
of weighting. Rules 4 to rule 1 are concerned with specialising, or refining the
existing concepts in the ontology. This weighting is subjective and motivated by
the modelling perspective on language features. It is conceivable, and possible if
desired, to assign different weights to them; e.g., such that they are motivated by,
and aligned with, the various OWL profiles.

In the notation of the rules that follow for the axiom types, C,D,E are class
descriptions that may be simple (named classes) or complex, R,S are object
properties, U, V are data properties, and a, b, c individuals in the vocabulary of
the ontology, n is a non-negative integer, and all declared knowledge adheres to
the OWL 2 DL syntax.



R1: Qualified cardinality in an ontology has an assigned weight of 1 point. Rules:
Remove axioms of the following axiom type, if present: C v ≤ n R.D, C v ≥ n
R.D, C v = n R.D, C v ≤ n U.D, C v ≥ n U.D, C v = n U.D.

R2: Domain and range weigh 2 points. Rule: Remove axioms of the following
axiom type, if present: ∃R.> v C, > v ∀R. C.

R3: Object Property characteristics weight 3 points. Rule: Remove axioms of the
following axiom type, if present (in SROIQ’s shorthand notation): Func(R),
Func(R−), Sym(R), Asym(R), Trans(R), Ref(R), Irr(R).

R4: Disjointness We weigh 4 points. Rule: Remove axioms of the following axiom
type, if present: C u D v ⊥, C v ¬ D.

R5: Assertions weigh 5 points. Rule: Remove axioms of the following axiom pat-
terns, if present: a: C, R(a,b), U(a,c).

R6: Atomic equivalence and equality weigh 6 points. Rule: Remove axioms of the
following axiom type, if present: C ≡ D, R ≡ S, U ≡ V, a = b, a 6= b.

R7: Complex classes are the most important of the seven rules, 7 points. Rule: Re-
move axioms of the following axiom patterns, if present: C v D u E, C ≡ D u E,
C v D t E, C ≡ D t E.

Algorithm 5 (FeatExp) uses these rules to generate feature expressiveness
modules.

Algorithm 5 Feature Expressiveness to compute module M (FeatExp).

1: Input Ontology O, ruleSet {r1, ..r7}
2: Output Module moduleSet {M1, ..M7}
3: i← 1
4: for all axiom ∈ O do
5: for all ri ∈ ruleSet do
6: if axiom.type is ri then
7: remove axiom
8: end if
9: end for

10: Mi ← O
11: i← i+ 1
12: end for

2. Illustration of algorithms

We illustrate the algorithms introduced in NOMSA with a sample ontology, where
we focus on the WeiAbs and FeatExp algorithms. Consider the following axioms
in a toy Burger ontology in Figure 1 (entity declaration axioms omitted).

To generate a weighted abstraction module, we apply WeiAbs. Let us assume
we wish to create a module whereby we remove 25% of the entities. To achieve
this, we set the threshold value to 25%. First, we apply lines 4-8 of WeiAbs, where



Figure 1. The burger ontology to which the algorithms are applied; see text for details.

we weigh each class in the ontology with its number of referencing axioms and
we store both the number of referencing axioms and each class in two arrays with
corresponding indices. For line 9 of the algorithm, we sort the weight array values
from low to high and the class array such that it matches the weight array. In
line 10, a limit variable is calculated as the product of the threshold percentage
(.25) and the number of classes in the ontology (21) which is rounded off to a
value of 5. In lines 11-13, the classes with the 5 lowest values are removed, as
displayed in Table 1. The classes in bold font are the 25% of the classes that are
deemed less-important than the rest and are to be removed due to having the
least number of referencing axioms in the ontology.

Table 1. The classes of the burger ontology with the number of referencing axioms. Those in

bold font are the classes to be removed for the resulting module.

WhiteBun 2 Medium 3 Patty 4

Customer 2 Lettuce 3 BeefBurger 4

Cheese 2 HealthyBurger 3 BurgerBun 4

Sauce 2 BeefPatty 3 Hamburger 4

Chef 2 Tomato 3 Filling 5

WholeWheat Bun 2 WellDone 3 PattyCook 6

Person 3 Rare 3 Burger 7

For the expressiveness feature module, each rule is applied according to the
order in FeatExp. For each axiom in the ontology, lines 4-9 of the algorithm are
executed, therefore each rule is applied as follows. Applying R1 results in the
removal of Axiom 4, R2 removes Axioms 24-29, R3 removes Axiom 23 and R4
removes Axiom 22, and then the assertions in axioms 31-36 are removed (R5), and
finally those for equivalence and equality (R6, Axioms 2, 9, and 30) and complex
classes (R7), being Axioms 11 and 15.

The resulting ontology module is simpler, having 16 logical axioms (compared
to the original 32 logical axioms). All of the classes, properties, and individuals



of the original ontology are preserved in the module; however, the hierarchy of
entities differ from that of the original ontology since some language features are
no longer present.


